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ABSTRACT
The gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) occurs from a
failure of the esophageal valve, not having a single cause for
this problem, but a series of factors that hinder the correct
functioning of the valve, among which stand out: eating habits,
smoking, some medications, which modify the stomach
structure, compression of the abdominal cavity, obesity and
pregnancy. This is due to the mechanisms involved in its
pathophysiology, which once in contact with the oral cavity
cause among others, dental erosion and canker sores. The
objective of this study was to evaluate, through a literature
review, how the gastroesophageal reflux disease influences
patients' quality of life and their interference in the daily
practice of the dental surgeon. In conclusion, the GERD
interferes directly with patients' quality of life and with the
daily practice of the dentist.

KEYWORDS: Oral cavity, gastroesophageal reflux disease,
oral diseases.

1. INTRODUCTION
Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD) is a
chronic condition resulting from failure of the
esophageal valve, also called the cardiac valve, where
its relaxation in the lower portion causes a return of
inappropriate content to the esophagus and adjacent
organs. The esophagus has in its histological
constitution mucosa is similar to the mouth1,2.
In cases of valve failure, the return of a stomach acid
material not suitable for the esophageal mucosa, causing
it to attack and causing lesions. The return of acid can
reach the mouth causing various symptoms such as:
burning, burning and discomfort1.
The gastroesophageal reflux disease has multiple
factors involved in its pathophysiology, the main one is
the return of stomach acid through relaxation of the
lower sphincter of the esophagus to the oral cavity, in
this, the mucosa and hard tissues can be affected. The
main intercurrences in the oral cavity are dental erosion
and aphtha3.
Dental erosion is characterized by irreversible and
progressive loss of dental hard tissue through a chemical
process without bacterial action. Considered
multifactorial erosion may have extrinsic sources such
as dietary habits and lifestyle and intrinsic as systemic
diseases4.
Aphtha (or APHTAE) was the term used by
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Hippocrates (460-370 BC), the father of medicine, to
identify oral disorders, later extending to any mucosal
ulceration. Aphtha sores are classified into three types:
Smaller (or Mickulicz), Greater (or Sutton's) and
Hepetiformes5,6.
Contact of the gastric juice of the larynx and pharynx
causes inflammation and edema even with little
exposure. The histology of the distal esophagus should
complement the upper digestive endoscopy7.
Histologically, the replacement of the typical stratified
squamous esophageal epithelium with columnar
epithelium with goblet cells, where it is believed that the
appearance of columnar epithelium covering the distal
esophagus is a restorative response, but that the addition
of duodenal content to acid reflux is responsible by the
appearance of intestinal cells and, consequently, of premalignant potential8.
The diagnosis through detailed anamnesis is
important since several patients do not present
symptomatology. This phase of absence of symptoms
has a lot of relevance for dental surgeons, since the
patients present with ulcerous lesion in the buccal
mucosa. When the patient has symptoms, he reports the
following symptoms: heartburn (or heartburn) and acid
regurgitation, where the intensity, duration, triggers and
improvement need to be evaluated. It is associated with
imaging exams, such as: upper digestive endoscopy,
prolonged esophageal pHmetry, contrast radiological
study of the esophagus, esophageal manometry and
esophageal impedanciometry; help to define the
diagnostic hypothesis9.
The clinical treatment provides relief of symptoms,
healing of lesions and prevention of relapses and
complications, minimizing the aggressive potential of
the acid content. Behavioral measures should be used in
the treatment, among them we can mention: moderate
the intake of fatty foods, citrus fruits, coffee, alcoholic
beverages, among others, raise the bed head (15 cm),
smoking cessation, slimming and special care for
medicines that cause aggression of the mucosa as the
antihypertensive beta-adrenergic agonists and calcium
channel blockers9.
With respect to the pharmacological measures we
can mention the intake of antacids based on calcium
hydroxide, magnesium and aluminum, others as
medications that accelerate gastric emptying, and still
inhibitors of the proton pump9.
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Dental treatment should begin with a treatment plan
for oral rehabilitation where the dentist should intervene
when the changed condition is resolved. Currently there
are varieties of restorative materials that allow the
natural structure of the tooth always preserved as
possible. Minimally invasive treatments have a good
prognosis, provided there is sufficient dental structure.
Ceramic restorations, cast metal pins, pins, among
others can be successful. The dental surgeon can use
fluoride exerting the protective effect, where it can
activate the process of remineralization4.
The diagnosis made through detailed anamnesis
shows that several patients do not present symptoms.
This stage of absence of symptoms has a lot of relevance
for dental surgeons, since the patients present already
with ulcerous lesion in the buccal mucosa. Through
clinical history clinical history, we identified the
characteristic symptoms, their duration, intensity,
frequency, triggering and relief factors, pattern of
evolution over time and impact on quality of life.
When it already has symptoms, it refers to the
following: heartburn (or heartburn) and acid
regurgitation, where the intensity, duration, triggers and
improvement need to be investigated. Pyrosis is defined
as a retrosternal burning sensation that radiates from the
sternal manubrium to the base of the neck. It is
associated with imaging exams, such as: upper digestive
endoscopy, prolonged esophageal pHmetry, contrast
radiological study of the esophagus, esophageal
manometry and esophageal impedanciometry help to
define the diagnostic hypothesis10.
In addition, other clinical manifestations may be due
to gastroesophageal reflux. Atypical manifestations are
the non-coronary chest pain, respiratory (cough and
bronchial asthma), otorhinolaryngological (dysphonia,
throat and throat sensation) and oral (dental erosion,
thrush, halitosis)9.
GERD responds satisfactorily to clinical treatment.
However, after withdrawal of the medication, symptoms
return. This is because it is a chronic disease,
necessitating, therefore, chronic administration of PPI.
This is the so-called maintenance treatment, in which the
minimum dose that can keep the patient without
symptoms should be administered. Long-term therapy is
effective, and there is no evidence of dysplasia or
neoplasia10.
Finally, the surgical treatment indicated when there
is intolerance to clinical treatment and complicated
forms of the disease10.
The objective of this study was to evaluate, through
a literature review, how the gastroesophageal reflux
disease influences patients' quality of life and their
interference in the daily practice of the dentist surgeon.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A bibliographic search was carried out in the most
up-to-date databases on the subject. Organizing in an
exploratory way related to the proposed theme. The
materials used were of various natures (among books,
articles, periodicals, monographs, dissertations, theses
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and scientific materials online), which were gathered
through research on topics such as manifestations in the
oral cavity, gastroesophageal reflux, and organized
through the content presented in order to help in guiding
the theme of the work.

3. DISCUSSION
Increasingly present in the daily clinic, it is
estimated that GERD is one of the most common
diseases in the world population, this compromises the
quality of life of the patient, due to its complications,
intensity and diversity of symptoms. It is estimated that
in Brazil the incidence rate of this pathology is 20
million Brazilians or 12% of the population10.
The symptoms may be classic (of varying severity)
or imperceptible by the patient over a long period of time
where they end up harming the quality of life and can
bring serious complications. This condition is also one
of the most common causes of gastroenterological
consultations1,11,12.
The manifestations of GERD are also extra
esophageal. Studies performed in the oral cavity show
that the associated reflux content and its enzymes are
still undervalued. These studies conducted in the last 40
years show that there is a failure of cellular balance in
the presence of gastric contents in various places of the
body. Saliva have several proteins that act on the
essential functions of the homeostasis of involved
structures and can be degraded by the pepsin of the
origin of the returned secretion of the esophagus acting
on the oral cavity of various forms13-15.
With so-called imperceptible symptoms, dental
surgeons have been responsible for diagnosing the
presence of GERD, where in a routine visit dental
erosions can be observed, especially in posterior teeth.
This is reported as the main symptom of silent GERD,
which should serve as a warning sign. In addition to the
above symptom, patients may report: thrush, sour taste,
burning, sensitivity and halitosis, which may help the
clinician to determine and perform a differential
diagnosis. However, it is necessary to refer to a
gastroenterologist to define the diagnosis3,16,17.
The gastroenterologist has an important role for
diagnostic confirmation, a detailed anamnesis is
necessary, where the medical history is taken into
account, as well as subsidiary examinations. Among the
main exams we can mention the upper digestive
endoscopy is the exam of choice that allows to diagnose
conditions associated with GERD and is indicated for
those patients who present chronic symptoms of the
disease. Esophageal phmetry, exam that is given by the
introduction of a probe in the esophagus that is able to
monitor and measure the acidity present in it for a period
of 24 hours, allowing including verification of
esophageal acidity during sleep10,18,19.
The discomfort caused by GERD causes patients
with this disease to visit the dentist surgeon frequently
in order to find relief from the discomfort caused by the
various episodes of the symptoms reported extra
esophageal. Meanwhile, the dental surgeon aims to
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bring comfort to the patient to perform the treatment in
a way that it successfully reaches its objectives,
reestablishing the function that may be involved. In
order for dental treatment to be performed and a
successful prognosis is obtained, the patient must first
perform the ideal treatment for reflux according to the
physician, and may use antacids that neutralize salivary
pH. Thus, the potential of regurgitated acid is
diminished allowing the restorative therapy based on the
symptoms that affect the patient4,16,18,19.
GERD is an intrinsic factor of dental erosion,
reduction of enamel brightness, polishing of dental
surfaces and prosthetic teeth with a chamfer finish, these
being the clinical manifestations of erosion. The
rehabilitation therapy will depend on the amount of
enamel lost, where the natural dental structure should be
preserved. Currently there are various aesthetic,
adhesive and mechanical resistance possibilities in
restorative materials. Direct restorations in composite
resin are considered excellent when there is a quantity
of dental structure. However, when dental loss is
extensive indirect metaloceramic or pure ceramic
restorations may be used. Rehabilitation can be used in
both the anterior and posterior regions, always
evaluating the degree of hard tissue lost to indicate the
best treatment4,18.
The remineralization therapy with toothpaste with
remineralizing capacity based on sodium fluoride,
calcium, phosphate and fluoride was effective in the
treatment of erosion when loss of enamel is not
extensive20.
In the dental office, the dentist can use the fluorine
being this the main remineralizing agent that acts
through the increase of the superficial resistance from
the mineral recovery. Fluoride varnishes even the
concentration of 0.01% also result in an increase in
surface resistance exposed to erosive agents, having this
effect being attributed to its mechanical action due to its
adherence to dental structure21– 23.
Several studies have shown the sore as an extra
esophageal symptom in patients with GERD. Even
today, there is no consensus on the treatment of aphthous
ulcers, many of them are still ineffective, and so it ends
up being empirical, just to give comfort to the patient,
relieving the discomfort of the same. For this, the dental
surgeon can guide the patient to maintain a good oral
hygiene and the exchange of a dental brush with a soft
one to avoid trauma. Topical medications like
Triamcinolone dramatically reduce pain but not the
duration of the episode. Natural medicines have been
used in the form of orabasis like propolis and the
chamomile has had satisfactory results as the resolution
of the pain and the time of healing by its antiinflammatory actions thus having promising results2,4,6,
24,25
.
The alteration of salivary pH due to GERD as shown
in recent studies also causes xerostomia1, where the
affected patient may still complain about the sensation
of dry mouth and difficulty in swallowing food. Sugarfree chewing gums and urea-containing gums help
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stimulate secretion production. The dentist can also
propose the use of artificial saliva for patient relief
giving comfort to chew and food intake26.

4. CONCLUSION
It is concluded that GERD has a variety of extra
esophageal symptoms that mainly affect the oral cavity
causing oral alterations where the dentist has a
fundamental role in the diagnosis and treatment of the
same. Among them are dental erosions, canker sores,
oral burning and tooth sensitivity. Therefore, we can say
that the presence of GERD oral cavity could be
promotes symptoms that cause discomfort to the patient,
worsening their quality of life. It is also important to
emphasize that the diagnosis positively influences the
choice of the patient's treatment plan can be performed
by a multidisciplinary team (Dental Surgeon and/ or a
Physician).
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